
1. _______________ behaviors like spending time on computer screen for a long 

period of time are more likely to negatively affect health conditions.

a) Selective  b) Voluntary  c) Sedentary  d) Life-sustaining

2. It has been acknowledged that alcohol and fat hoarding may lead to 

_______________ death or paralysis.

a) premature b) unfounded c) controversial d) global

3. Irritability, anger, and decreased concentration are the consequences of 

_______________ stress.

a) depressed b) persistent  c) physiological d) psychological

4. Changing behaviors and attitudes is one of the most effective methods to 

alleviate chronic stress as well as _______________ of achievement.

a) intervention b) initiative  c) commitment d) visualization

5. Despite many interpretations made by those well-recognized philosophers 

and scientific _______________, happiness is still hard to be defined.

a) rationalization b) occurrence c) consumption d) implementation

Question 6 – 10 refer to the following passage. 

(6) ____________ “Happiness is the matter of individual perspective towards how they 

enjoy their present, how they interpret things, and how they send those feelings to 

others.” (p.17). It has been an issue whether how people can meet happiness for 

their eternal life. The answer strongly depends upon themselves via their attitudes 

and behaviors. (7) ____________. They can try figuring out what they really like to 

spend their time on and what really makes them buoyant. (8) ____________. Negative 

interpretations literally can trigger depression and other health liabilities. In fact, 



having positive attitudes towards tragic events may help people obtain more 

happiness in life. How they send those feelings to others is directly associated with 

how people express their feelings. (9) ____________. It means people are presenting 

how they feel towards how they have interactions with others. (10) ____________. 

6. The quote is taken from a book called “You are what you act” on page 17, 

paragraph 2. It was written in 2020 by David Sinclair. What is the correct APA in-

text citation? 

A) Sinclair (2020) says, 

B) Sinclair, D. (2020) says, 

C) Sinclair (2020, para. 2) says, 

D) Sinclair, D. (2020, para. 2) says, 

For questions 7 - 10, students are required to complete the paragraph. 

A. Unlike enjoying present, how they interpret things is completely different. 

B. People with positive emotions always commit positive actions while negative 

ones consistently construe and commit negative matters to present their 

quality of life. 

C. This comes in many forms such as smiling, good facial expressions, criticizing, 

or physical violence. 

D. How they enjoy their present refers to how they spend their daily basis without 

anxious dependence of the future. 


